GAS AND AEROSOL SAMPLING
PUMP MOTOR POWER CONTROL
STA C3X THREE PHASE PUMP RELAY POWER

DATE: Monday, July 31, 2006
NOAA / AOC / SED
PO Box 6829
MacDill AFB, FL 33608

NOTES:
1. ALL SINGLE CONDUCTOR WIRE M2759/34-12 UNLESS NOTED.
2. ALL MS347x SERIES CONNECTORS REQUIRE AN M85049/52-1xxW STRAIN RELIEF (WHERE xx=SHELL SIZE).
3. PED FROM CBARC (REF DWG:000019-A) CHANGED TO 20A.
4. PINS "B" "D" "F" "H" ARE #12 SIZE AND PINS "A" "C" "E" "G" "J" ARE #20 SIZE.
5. C3X RACK POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL USING AMPHENOL PCD SOCKET JUNCTION MODULES.